Host Don says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
:: In XO's chair reviewing the ship's status ::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::in the shuttle, preparing to search the area for food and water::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::hobbles onto the bridge, a little embarrassed for her injury::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Eases herself up after resting her ankle::

CSO_Prin says:
@::in the shuttle, getting ready to go out and survey the area::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CNS: Counselor, are you ok?

CTO_Chalen says:
::Just outside the shuttle keeling down and picking up a handful of dirt and letting it fall back to the ground::

FCO_Berkley says:
@::begins a full system scan of the shuttle::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Holds onto a tree branch and puts a little pressure on her ankle::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
Grift: ::smiles:: Yes, just an old football injury

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
::looks oddly at the CNS::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::giggles at Grift’s confusion::

CSO_Prin says:
@::gets up and walks over to flight control::  FCO:  What is our status ?   Are we going to be able to get off the ground again ?

CTO_Chalen says:
@::Walks back into the shuttle::  CMO:  Torgh, the ground is barren.  Don't think there's much water near here.....

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Winces just a bit, but takes a step::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CNS: have a slight accident, maybe you need some co ordination training....

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CTO:  Then I suppose we'll have to do a little travelling.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::gives the CO *that* look::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CMO:  Nothing I'd rather do........  ::sarcastic::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::chuckles under his breath::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: I'll be fine ::smirks::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Doug: please supervise the rescue mission

CSO_Prin says:
@CTO:  Are you almost ready to head out.?  ::turns and looks at him::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
::has a slight idea what may have happened to the CNS now::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Works her way in the direction of the downed shuttle slowly and as quietly as possible::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::mutters under her breath:: darn big shag rug

FCO_Berkley says:
@CSO: All the major systems are damaged getting it flying might be possible but it will take a lot of work.

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  Whenever you are.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::mutters, clumsy::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::walks over to Grift and places a hand on his shoulders:: Doug: <w> tripped over the dog in the dark.

CSO_Prin says:
@::nods::  FCO:  Do what you can Jason.. Get the communications up.  Maybe...  Just maybe we can get a hold of the Comanche.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::stands back up and turns towards John:: ~~I heard that ~~

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::looks over:: Doug: don't believe her

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::beaming and grinning::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Steps on a twig and hears a crack.  Freezes and looks around::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
::somewhat disappointed:: CNS: Ahh, I see.. household accident

FCO_Berkley says:
@ CSO: You want me to concentrate on Communications?

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
~~ I'll get even with you tonight, my little pretty!! ::grins:: ~~~

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: We should be exiting the nebula shortly. Afterwards we should be able to locate the shuttle.

CTO_Chalen says:
@::slings phaser rifle over shoulder::   CSO:  I've got a set of sensor reflectors to set up at 100 meters out from us.  They should ping to my tricorder if anything passes the perimeter.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::nods:: Doug: yes, tripped over a rug

Host CO_John_Sea says:
~~~ I wouldn't bet the farm on it ~~~

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Looks around to see if anyone heard her::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
~~~ How about the barn? ~~~

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  For now,   the CEO can concentrate on the rest of the ship..  Riggs and I are going out to scout around.  If you need any more help I'm sure Torgh will oblige.. ::turns towards Riggs::

EO_King says:
::Looks around Main Engineering::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CNS: I'll send an EO to your quarters to check out the carpeting.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::takes her seat next to his::

FCO_Berkley says:
@::begins work on the comm. systems::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  After you, my lady?  ::gestures toward hatch::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::chuckles beneath his hand::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Works her way through the brush,  looking for the shuttle::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::giggles behind her hand:: Doug: that won't be necessary.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::makes sure his phaser is set to stun::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Doug: please take helm and follow the currents

CSO_Prin says:
@CTO:  Riggs, Excellent...   ::exits through the hatch and stands just outside taking in her surroundings::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::folds hands in lap and behaves herself::

FCO_Berkley says:
@::lays of his back under a console and opens an access panel::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::picks up his equipment and follows the CSO and CTO out of the shuttle::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::begins scanning the area for food::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Megan: Please attempt to follow their psychic trail

CTO_Chalen says:
@::Clears the shuttle hatch and walks about ten meters out::    CSO:  Now that I'm far enough away from any EM interference from the shuttle, I'll scan for lifeforms.  ::gets out tricorder::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: Aye.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::begins an mental exercise to clear her mind:: John: working on it

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
::studies sensor readings::

CSO_Prin says:
@CTO:  Riggs, pick a direction, any direction...  We best find some water first.

CTO_Chalen says:
@::studies the tricorder::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::exhales and focus her thoughts::

FCO_Berkley says:
@::looks at the burned out panel and shakes his head::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Keeps moving in the direction of the shuttle slowly::

CSO_Prin says:
@::takes out her tricorder::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
*EO*: Ensign, see if you can bring up the sensor efficiency

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Sits down for a moment to rest her ankle::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Checks her phaser pack and sighs again::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: Captain, sensors indicate the trail of the shuttle vanishes here. ::points to the tac display on his chair:: In the middle of the nebula.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
*EO* Please report to the bridge

FCO_Berkley says:
@::attempts to realign the communication sub-units::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Doug: how much oxygen does the shuttle have?

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  I've got several animals lifesigns.  Nothing major.  I say we head east for now, away from the setting sun.

CSO_Prin says:
@::nods::  CTO:  Riggs, it works for me..  ::starts heading east, keeping an eye on her tricorder::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Eases her way up again and keeps moving toward the shuttle, quietly and slowly::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO and CTO:  Those animals could be dinner if we run out of rations.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::shakes her head:: John: I sense nothing ::very serious::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::Walks a few paces in front of the CSO and places the sensor reflectors down every few dozen meters::

EO_King says:
::Walks out of engineering and into a turbolift::

CSO_Prin says:
@::turns green at the thought of eating animals::

EO_King says:
Turbolift: Deck 1

FCO_Berkley says:
@::makes sure his phaser rifle is within arms reach::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::mutters::  Klingons.......... always about eating the wildlife......

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: They'll be ok if Life support is still online. If not they should have a few hours of O2.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Doug: are there any M class planets nearby?

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CTO:  That wildlife could save our lives...

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@Approaches a clearing and can see the shuttle still about 100m off yet::

CSO_Prin says:
@CMO:  Torgh, then your in charge of trapping and cleaning them... all by yourself..  <EG>

CTO_Chalen says:
@::unzips uniform jacket in the hot sun and continues to take point::  CMO:  If you say so.  I remember Sneezy's Academy survival course too but I hope the rations hold out all the same.  ::grins::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Hides herself in the underbrush and contemplates her next move::

EO_King says:
::feels the turbolift moving up::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO:  Hey... Then I'm the only one who gets to eat. ::smiles::

EO_King says:
::walks out and onto the bridge and nods at the Captain::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
:: pulls up charts of the sector:: CO: There are three or four within this area.

CSO_Prin says:
@CMO:  Think you can fight us all off, when we get hungry enough..  ::laughs::

EO_King says:
::takes a seat at the engineering station and activates it::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
EO: welcome to the bridge, please attempt to clear up the sensors

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::laughs::  CSO:  Never attempt to fight a hungry Klingon...

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::hears the EO enter the bridge:: Good morning Ensign King.

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Works her way around to the south side of the clearing looking for possible signs of life::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::stares out across the landscape trying to see anything of possible threat::

FCO_Berkley says:
@::climbs out from under the console and opens other panel::

EO_King says:
CO: Aye Sir!

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::smiles:: King: welcome to the bridge

CSO_Prin says:
@::laughs, continues to look around::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::stands and activates SCI 1::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: I think we may have better luck locating the shuttle if we took the ship outside the nebula. Our probes can continue the search inside.

EO_King says:
::Starts inputting a set of instructions::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::still scanning for water::

Host Don says:
ACTION: Dusk is approaching, about 1 hour of light remains for the day.

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  Kayta, I've placed enough sensors for this flank of the shuttle, we should double back and hit the west side before dark.

FCO_Berkley says:
@::sees a fried plasma relay and wonders were he can get a new one::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
EO: I don’t know if you have met everyone yet, this is Commander Grift 2nd Officer, this is the Counselor and my wife Lt.Cmdr Sea and I of course am the Captain

CSO_Prin says:
@::notices it starting to get dark::  CTO:  Your right, we need to get back to the shuttle.  Lets go.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::nods to King::

EO_King says:
::nods to Sea::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
:: nods towards the EO::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Reaches the south side of the clearing.  Ponders her next move::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::takes point::  CSO:  You two can get back in with Berkley once we reach the Shuttle, I'll run out to the west side to place the sensors.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::Activates Short Range Sensors::

CSO_Prin says:
@::ponders::  CTO:  Riggs,  Take Torgh with you or I'll go, but your not going by yourself...  hmmm I wonder if maybe we should set a fire outside the shuttle to keep animals away and such.

FCO_Berkley says:
@:::attempts to reroute power to through the Nav systems to Comm but only succeed creating a display of sparks::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Eases her way around the south side of the clearing enough to see the opening of the shuttle::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  A fire would just attract nocturnal predators.  Many are known to hunt by looking for body heat.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::searching for signs of hull pieces that might have broken off::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CMO:  Whattaya say, Torgh?  Up for a midnight stroll to place sensors with me?  It's what all the popular kids are doing......

EO_King says:
CO: I have fixed them the best I can under the present circumstances sir!

CSO_Prin says:
@CTO:  Maybe...  Ok, Take Torgh with you to finish setting up the sensor.  I'll go and give Berkley a hand..

Host CO_John_Sea says:
All: I have detected some minor debris from the shuttle

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::right ankle twinges a bit::

FCO_Berkley says:
@:::signs and wonders what the problem is now::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::looks at John::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
:: studies telemetry from the probes, looking for any clue ::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CTO:  Sure, I want to be with the "in" crowd. ::smiles::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::stands and hobbles slightly to the console::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Sits back and watches.  Can see dusk growing dimmer and dimmer::

FCO_Berkley says:
@::crawls back under the console and tries to tap into the shuttles reserve power:::

CSO_Prin says:
@::chuckles::  CTO, CMO:  Ok, I'll leave you two boys to your fun.  ::hurries to the shuttle and enters::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  We'll be back in no time at all.  ::starts to head off to the west::  CMO:  Come on, Torgh.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
All: I am following a minor debris trail from the shuttle

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
John: Here, let me take over and track this for you, you go and captain the ship ::smiles::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: Helm is at your control, sir

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Sees someone enter the shuttle, and sees two others approach it::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::looks around and scans some more with his tricorder::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Megan: Of course dearest

CSO_Prin says:
@::enters the shuttle::  FCO:  Jason, any progress ?

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::plots a course and send the info to Doug::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::un slings his rifle and activates it's light::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::sits at FCO panel::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: at your command

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Doug: please monitor tactical; Megan please monitor science

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Sits back and thinks long and hard::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::nods::

FCO_Berkley says:
@:calls from under the console:: CSO: Welcome Back I haven't been able to fix the communications but I was able to pull up star charts of this general area when it gets dark I should be able to discover where we are.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::ahead 1/4 impulse following the trail::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Inches her way back to the south side of the clearing and pulls out her flint::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::monitors science 1::

CSO_Prin says:
@::grins::  FCO:  That’s a step ahead then what we were a few hours ago.  Need a hand ?

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::smells the fresh air and sighs::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::places some more sensors::  CMO:  So, is this how you saw you putting your survival training to the test?

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: Do you want the debris beamed onboard for study sir?

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Gathers some kindling and some dry twigs and starts a fire::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::scans the nebula for further signs of the shuttle::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::10 degrees bow up angle, roll right 15 degrees::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Doug: certainly feel free to analyze it with the EO

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Gets the fire going and takes off as fast as her legs will carry her around to the eastern side of the shuttle::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CTO:  Actually... this is almost what I expected.  A little different, I suppose.  You?

FCO_Berkley says:
@ CSO: I would really appreciate some help most of the communication subsystems are fried.

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
:: beams debris into Shuttlebay 2 ::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CMO:  Nah, I'm more comfortable behind my nice tac. console on the bridge.......

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Tries to run quietly, but her ankle hurts her terribly::

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  hmmm, let me check in the back and see if we have any spare parts..  ::heads for the back of the shuttle::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CTO:  ::smiles teasingly::  I used to camp out a lot as a child, so I'm not afraid of the dark.

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
EO: Send a team too Shuttlebay 2 to study the debris. See if you can figure out what went wrong

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: smaller pieces of debris heading here ::sends coordinates to the helm::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CMO:  Speaking of camping out, that looks like a fire over there.  Didn't Kayta say she wasn't starting one?  C’mon' let's check it out.  

Host CO_John_Sea says:
All: I am charting 4 planets where the shuttle could have landed, we are exiting the nebula

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::works her way around to the east as quickly as possible::

CSO_Prin says:
@::rummages around in some of the boxes::

FCO_Berkley says:
@::calls after the CSO:: CSO: Can you see if we have a spare tricorder?

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::nods and follows the CTO::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::taps badge::  CSO:  Kayta, tell me you started a fire.  ::whispering::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::scans the planets::

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  Jason, I don't think so, but mine is on me seat..  ::hears a com::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Watches the entrance of the shuttle::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::motions to Torgh to stay low::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::stays low, with one hand on his phaser::

CSO_Prin says:
@*CTO* :  No I haven't.... why ?

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  Then we've got company.  Stay in the shuttle.  We'll be right there.  ::whisperings still and picks up pace toward the fire::

EO_King says:
OPS: Aye

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::feels a wave of nausea, like she's slightly off-kilter::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
John: I sense something......

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::casts a concerned glance at Riggs::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Sees lights inside the shuttle and wonders if anyone's gonna come outside::

CSO_Prin says:
@*CTO*:  Riggs, you and Torgh head back to the shuttle, whoever is out there let them come to us.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::holds head:: CO: they are still alive, but .....I feel a stifling heat to their location, jungle

CTO_Chalen says:
@*CSO* :  Aye.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Doug: lets begin a standard mapping pattern to each planet, send probes to them all

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::heads back toward shuttle::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CMO:  You heard the lady, double time back to the Eagle.  No sound.

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  Jason, it looks like we got some company out there.   ::pulls out a box of parts and heads back to the front::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::holds rifle with both hands and turns it's light off::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Watches from the edge of the clearing counting:: Self: Okay.  Two more.  So there is at least 4 of them.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::sends out the order to prepare for a mapping probe::

EO_King says:
*EO Team 1*: Orders

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::approaches the shuttle quietly and enters::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: Aye sir ::begins plotting search patterns for the probes::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Megan: Thank you my wife, we will focus on tropical/jungle areas

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
OPS: Probe's ready on your command.

CTO_Chalen says:
@::reaches shuttle and enters behind Torgh, still facing out the hatch::

CSO_Prin says:
@::drops the box on the floor beside Berkley and crouches down::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::nods::

EO_King says:
*EO Team 1* are to go to shuttle bay 2 to study the debris!

Host Don says:
ACTION: It is near complete darkness, the temp begins to fall.

CSO_Prin says:
@::turns at the sound of someone entering, phaser in hand::

FCO_Berkley says:
@CSO: Thanks

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
:: nods at the CNS:: CO: Probes launching

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  There was a fire not far from here.  Didn't look natural.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::checks with Stellar Cartography::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Unties her coat from around her waist and dons it::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::waits for the data stream::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
All: Thankfully we are still in Federation Space

FCO_Berkley says:
@:::begins looking through the box for an isolinear chip, but find only garbage::

EO_King says:
::Continues to run diagnostics on the vital systems::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  Orders?

CSO_Prin says:
@::sighs in relief that it is Riggs and Torgh::  CTO:  Ok, we will set up a watch, you first.   Lets close the hatch and see if anything turns up::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
;:monitors all probes::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::hands flying across the console::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
EO: please scan the first planet

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  No problem.  I'll be right outside.  Close the hatch behind me.  ::exits shuttle::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Gathers several small rocks and inches her way to the part of the clearing nearest to the shuttle::

CSO_Prin says:
@::Closes the hatch::

EO_King says:
CO: Aye Sir! ::begins entering in commands on the console and watches the data streams start to come in::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::crouches down about 5 meters outside the rear hatch, rifle in hand::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: probes are picking up lifesigns at three out of the four planets, undetermined as to what so far.

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  Was there anything useful in the pod ?

Host CO_John_Sea says:
All: narrow all searches to those 3 planets

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Sees the figure crouching outside the shuttle.  Watches and waits for an opportunity::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::watches the horizon VERY closely and stays very still::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::drops the 4th probe::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: Aye

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::inputs course::

FCO_Berkley says:
@CSO: I know you've made the decision but if there is something out there we may want to go out there after it otherwise it could trap us in here.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::configures a profile for possible planet in the system::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::slowly gets tricorder out::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Creeps her way around the perimeter of the clearing and toward the back of the shuttle::

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  I want to see what it is first.   We have a better chance defending here, we don't know the terrain, whatever is out there does...

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::temperate zones, climate changes, populations as they get closer::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::thinks he hears something.  Tenses up.  Then goes back to the tricorder::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Steps lightly favoring her good ankle::

FCO_Berkley says:
@CSO: The static flux polarize is shot I need to find a new one.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::steering towards the first planet::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Steps wrong and muffles a sight cry::

CSO_Prin says:
@CMO:  Torgh, keep watch out those windows  ::gets back down and helps Berkley with the communications and sighs as he gives more bad news::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Crouches down quickly::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
EO: if you find anything, please let us know

CTO_Chalen says:
@::hears something faint::  Self:  What the-

CTO_Chalen says:
@::moves in the direction of the sound slowly and low::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::nods and looks out the window::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::taps badge and whispers:: *CSO:  Kayta, I may have something, stand by.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::checks scans::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Decides she'd better get moving again.  Winces a little with each step, but doesn't make a sound:

EO_King says:
CO: Sir! Sensors detect lifeforms of unknown size and species.

CTO_Chalen says:
@::loses the sound and stops where he's at::  

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  Let see what I can find...  ::about to head to the back when she hears Riggs Com and stops.....waiting::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
EO: on all planets?

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
John: smaller lifesigns on the first planet, very few higher lifesigns.

FCO_Berkley says:
@CSO: I may be able to use the intact systems to boost a Comm badge signal enough to reach the outer atmosphere

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::catalogs the lifesigns::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::waits for a beat then speaks back over the com::  *CSO:  I've lost it.  Could be my imagination but I could swear I'm being watched.  I'll keep you posted.

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  Do it, anything is better then nothing.  Self:  Come on Riggs, what is going on out there.

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Looks over her shoulder and toward the clearing.  Can't see whoever is out there and begins to get nervous::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::scanning all planets::

CSO_Prin says:
@::whispers::  *CTO*:  Be careful...

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
:: attempts to pick up the AT's Comm badge signals::

FCO_Berkley says:
@CSO: but a ship would have to be in orbit and we won't be able to tell how far the message is going.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::scanning for debris trail::

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  Set up a continues signal on that anyway..  If someone comes by, it should be picked up...

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: the computer library has only minimal information on these planets, nothing charted to any extreme

CTO_Chalen says:
@::throws a stone in the general direction of where he thought he heard the last sound, trying to rattle a response if anyone's out there::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Megan: Thank you, we'll have to chart them ourselves in the process I guess...

FCO_Berkley says:
@::Begins taking apart his Comm badge and linking it into the ships systems.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO: I just hope we're not picked up by anyone hostile.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: already on it, sir

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Quietly reaches the part of the clearing out of sight of the door.  Gets on her belly and begins crawling toward the shuttle::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::favors her left foot::

CSO_Prin says:
@CMO:  Me too Torgh...  Me too, but its a chance we have to take.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::scanning for warp core energies::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::continues to look in a circular pattern::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
~~~ I hope you are feeling better dearest ~~~

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::thinks the surrounding nebula is still interfering with her tracking the AT mentally::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::quietly and slowly eases her way across the clearing on her stomach::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
EO: any ideas?

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
~~ still hurts a bit, but I'll live ~~

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@FCO:  How's your head feeling?

CSO_Prin says:
@::waits on Riggs, the longer he is out of contact, the more worried she becomes::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
~~~ I'll tend to your health ~~~

CTO_Chalen says:
@::starts to move back closer to the hatch, realizing the sound he heard drew him too far away::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
~~ :;grins:: can't wait ~~

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::scanning for impulse discharges::

EO_King says:
CO: Let me think sir!

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Is within 20m of the back of the shuttle.  Pulls her phaser out just in case::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: I'm trying to raise them on communication, but having no luck

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::continues to scan and catalog the planets, looking for any sign of the shuttlecraft::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Doug: keep trying please;  All: I'm open to suggestions

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::The closer she gets the more quickly she moves.  Still completely silent::

FCO_Berkley says:
CMO: You did a great job ::rubs his fresh scar ::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::gets to about 9 meters to the aft and just east of the shuttle hatch::

CSO_Prin says:
@::turns and starts peering out the windows::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::too dark to see anything but movement, so he sits still and watches for anything::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Sees someone looking out a window and puts her head down::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::mutters:: I wish there were a telepath on the shuttle, between the both of us, we could try and make contact

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO:  ::laughs::  And I was going to suggest a camping trip for our next holodeck excursion.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@FCO:  Glad I could help.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Megan: I wish as well, it would make this a lot easier

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::reads scan:: CO: found a downed craft....but its not our shuttle.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: on the second planet, sir

CSO_Prin says:
@::thinks she saw movement::  CMO:  Torgh did you see that ?

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Holds perfectly still::

CSO_Prin says:
@::looks in the direction she saw movement::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: We might be able to amplify our sensors by using the deflector, but only short term.

CTO_Chalen says:
@::lays down low against the ground to offer less of a silhouette::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Megan: really? what kind of shuttle?

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::forces her scans on the second planet, adjusts the band width::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO:  Wasn't that Lt. Chalen?

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: a very old Cardassian shuttle, its been there for years.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::looks up::

CSO_Prin says:
@CMO:  I don't think so, but maybe...  ::continues to look::  Torgh, please hand me you Tricorder.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::thinks:: All: well its a start, we will begin looking there

CTO_Chalen says:
@::stars to get antsy....::

FCO_Berkley says:
@ CSO/CMO can one of you hand me that flux converter I need to adjust the frequency converter.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::charts course to the 2nd planet and engages at full impulse::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::nods:: CO: I hope your right, there is no power to the Cardassian shuttle at all.

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Inches her way toward the shuttle so slowly that is isn't noticeable with the naked eye::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::Thinks:  This is ridiculous, I'm really getting paranoid.::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::gets up and begins to slowly walk around the shuttle::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Megan: Its a lead at least, perhaps there are survivors there

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
:;watches the former FCO of the USS Seleya fly the Comanche and smiles::

CSO_Prin says:
@::sees her tricorder still on her chair and grabs it, scans the area she saw the movement::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: I agree, sir

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::grins I heard that::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::taps on a shuttle window::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
::Hears slight footsteps and freezes again covering her head up with her jacket::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
~~I know you did <s>~~

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::course plotted for standard orbit::

FCO_Berkley says:
@::drops his tool and get frustrated:: CSO: Permission to get a breath of fresh air outside?

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
CO: beginning short range scans of the planet surface, sir

Host CO_John_Sea says:
EO: Give me emergency impulse 105 % burn

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::notices Riggs outside and looks at him questioningly::

EO_King says:
CO: Aye

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
*Shuttlebay 1*: Prepare a rescue shuttle for launch.

CSO_Prin says:
@::sees Riggs outside::  FCO:  Take a break if you need to, but stay inside for know until we know what’s is out there.  I'm picking something up on my tricorder and I can't tell what it is..

CTO_Chalen says:
@::gives the thumbs up to Torgh through the window and then continues to pace around the shuttle::

EO_King says:
CO: Transferring power

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Peeks out from under her jacket looking for movement::

EO_King says:
::taps in a set of commands and hears the ship whine a small bit:: CO: It's ready Sir!

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Doug: try to get a transporter lock, if not, you may have to take a shuttle down

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO:  Riggs just gave me a thumbs up.  Everything must be okay.

CSO_Prin says:
@::whispering:: *CTO*:  Riggs I'm picking up something on my tricorder, stay alert, whatever is out there is near...

FCO_Berkley says:
@CSO: I was a TO I am full trained in weapons combat I'm sure if there is anything out there I could only be an asset to Riggs.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::mutters:: more and more plant and small animal life to catalog.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
EO: Thank you transferring full impulse burn now....

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::still searching for the AT::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
CO: Aye, A shuttle is being prepared for launch.

EO_King says:
CO: Aye sir

CTO_Chalen says:
@*CSO:  acknowledged.  ::taps badge to shut the com off and continues to pace the perimeter::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Listens intently::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::rocketing towards the planet at emergency impulse burn::

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
:: attempts to get a transporter lock on the shuttle or away team::

EO_King says:
::feels the ship lurch forward:: CO: Engaged!

CSO_Prin says:
@:nods:: FCO:  Ok, go out armed and stay by the shuttle...   *CTO*:  Riggs,  Jason is going outside,  team up with him please.

CTO_Chalen says:
::reaches the back of the shuttle again and sits down::

CSO_Prin says:
@FCO:  Jason wait !!!

CTO_Chalen says:
@::Taps badge::  *CSO:  You sure about that?  We don't want another target out here if we've got hostel’s.....

CSO_Prin says:
@::readings start coming in clearer on her Tricorder::  FCO:  We have a Cardassian outside..  Please go out and warn Riggs, Phasers on maximum stun it he gives you trouble.

CTO_Chalen says:
@::stands up and brushes himself off::

CSO_Prin says:
@::adjusts her phaser::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO:  Cardassian’s?

Host CO_John_Sea says:
EO: scale back power to 95% burn

CTO_Chalen says:
@::thinks:  It's getting cold.........::

CSO_Prin says:
@CMO:  Fraid so Torgh, one so far...

EO_King says:
CO: Aye

FCO_Berkley says:
@::Grabs his phaser rifle and begins to open the hatch::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::breaks a nail pushing a console button, puts it in her mouth:: Ow.

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Slowly gets to her feet and limps toward the shuttle:: All: Anybody there?  Could I get some help, Please?

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO:  Well, four against one... I like those odds.

CSO_Prin says:
@::hears someone calling::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::hears the voice and runs to it with phaser rifle outward::

EO_King says:
::hits engage on the set of commands he had made earlier to slow the ship:: CO: Reducing Power Sir!

EO_King says:
::feels the ship slow a small bit::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Puts her hands up:: Woh!! Just a second.

FCO_Berkley says:
@::steps outside and hears the call:: CSO: Someone is calling for help.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
:;worried about the AT::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO: The Cardassian?

CTO_Chalen says:
@::reaches Ghemor and turn his rifle's light on and sees what it is::  

CSO_Prin says:
@::moves to the hatch::  FCO:  I hear..  ::steps out::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::blood drains from Riggs' face..........::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::reduces speed to 1/4 impulse::

CSO_Prin says:
@*CTO*:  Riggs what do we have ?

FCO_Berkley says:
@::covers Riggs and slowly approaches::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Keeps her hands up::  I'm sorry.  It looks like you all are stranded here too.  I noticed your shuttle.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::stands by the door, looking out::

CSO_Prin says:
@::follows slowing behind Berkley::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::points rifle accusingly::  Ghemor:  Don't MOVE!!!!!!

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  We've got a hostile!

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO:  <w> She's injured.

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Keep her hands up:: Chalen: I am not a hostile.

CSO_Prin says:
@CTO:  Riggs bring the person closer, lets see what we have...

CTO_Chalen says:
@CMO:  STAY BACK TORGH!   She could have a weapon!

FCO_Berkley says:
@::stays back a little a keeps the phaser trained on the figure::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Laughs slightly:: It looks as if I may be a hostage, but I'm not a hostile.

CTO_Chalen says:
@Ghemor:  If you have a weapon, I better see it hit the ground NOW!!!!!!!!!

CSO_Prin says:
@CTO:  Riggs,  Take it easy !!  ::moves up beside him::

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CTO:  Easy... she's injured.

CTO_Chalen says:
@::shaking::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Doesn't move a muscle::

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  I can handle this, Kayta.

OPS_Doug_Grift says:
:: still attempting to get a transporter lock on the shuttle or away team::

FCO_Berkley says:
@::lowers the weapon but stays ready::

CSO_Prin says:
@::looks down:: Ghemor:  I'm Lt Kayta Prin of the U.S.S. Comanche and you are ?

CTO_Chalen says:
@Ghemor:  All right, I want you to stand up SLOWLY......

CSO_Prin says:
@::looks at Riggs with a warning on her face::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::Stretches out his mind::

CTO_Chalen says:
@::sees Prin and back down a bit::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Stands slowly:: CSO: I'm Rejal Ghemor.  I was a scientific officer stranded her with my away team 8 months ago.  We were charting the nebula and our shuttle went down.

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
::feels a ribbon of anger and looks up at John::

CNS_Megan_Sea says:
John: its a weak feeling, not from here.

CSO_Prin says:
@::nods::  Ghemor, the same thing just happened to us.  Where is the rest of your team ?

CTO_Chalen says:
@CSO:  ::whispers::  Kayta, she should be checked for weapons.  Standard procedure......

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@Rejal:  May I look at your ankle?

Rejal_Ghemor says:
CSO: I'm the only one who survived the crash.

CSO_Prin says:
@CTO:  I agree...

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@CMO: Are you a doctor?

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@Rejal:  Yes, I am.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::pauses will have to commune with Megan's thoughts later and make a decision::

CTO_Chalen says:
@TEAM:  Ok, everyone back until I see if she's weapon free!

CSO_Prin says:
@::nods::  Ghemor:  Your injured, but Riggs her is going to check you for weapons and then we will get you some help...

CTO_Chalen says:
@Ghemor:  You!  Up.  ::points rifle::  Let me see your hands!

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::shoots a look at Riggs, then a questioning look at Kayta::

Rejal_Ghemor says:
@::Puts her hands up::

CSO_Prin says:
@CTO:  Riggs!!!!  Just check for weapons...  Jason, maybe you should, just keep a lock on her Riggs...

CTO_Chalen says:
@::restrains himself but keeps weapons trained::  CSO:  Aye sir.

CMO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CSO:  <w> Should I be prepared to sedate him, just in case?  I'm concerned that his rage will get someone hurt.

FCO_Berkley says:
CSO: Yes Sir ::steps forward and begins checking for a weapon::

CSO_Prin says:
@CMO:  you want to sedate Riggs ?

Host Don says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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